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Liquid Entrapment Rate and Droplet Size

Relative to Fuel Failure Propagation Due

to Fission-Gas Jet-Impingement in LMFBR
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The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of tha gas-liquid interface of sonic gas jet sub-
merged in a mass of a viscous liquid is studied in order to determine the rate of
liquid entrainment as well as the droplet size resulting from tearing off the liquid
from the unstable liquid surface. The determination of the size of the droplets and
the rate of liquid entrained is required in formulating a correlation for the heat
transfer coefficient in the spray-cooled region of the fission-gas jet-impingement
area in LMFBR subassemblies. The linear hydrodynamic stability of the gas-
liquid interface under the action of the pressure perturbations, the interfacial
surface tension, and the finite liquid viscous forces, is considered. For fission gas
jets with values for the ratio between radius and wavelength of the disturbance
much greater than one, a short-wave approximation to the dispersion equation for
the instability is obtained. Approximate solutions for the growth parameters of the
wave having maximum growth rate both for the case of inviscld liquid and highly
viscous liquid are obtained; the exact solution for liquids having a finite viscosity
is also presented.
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INTRODUCTION

In the safety analysis of fast reactors that sizes of droplets and the rate of coolant entraij
utilize nonvented fuels, the realistic assessment ed as the jet passes through the coolant prir-r t<
of the failure potential of the fission gas re- impinging on the opposite fuel pin. The liquid
leased from a ruptured fuel pin near the end-of- drops entrained at ths gas-liquid interface pro-
life In the form of a persistent "choked" (I.)1 duce a spray cooling of the opposite pin and thus
gas Jet impinging on an opposite fuel pin cannot govern the rate of heat transfer from that fuel
be made without an adequate means of estimation of pin. It may be noted that, without the spray

cooling, the persistent gas Jet, because it tends
~ to reduce the rate of heat transfer as compared t

tRs&eclined numbers tjr parenthesesr designate: liquid-metal coolant^ could, potentially lead to
ffefereneea a* end of paper.. failure, of the cladding of the opposite fuel piru

-NOMENCLATURE•

a « radius of gas Jet x = axial coordinate
D = most probable diameter of droplets a = a -la
m * r i

D *= mass mean diameter of droplets • a = amplification factor
mm r

J (z) « Bessel function of the first kind of a = angular frequency
n i
_ . , ** _ , ^ ^ . J ^ • B - constant defined by equation
K (z) «= modified Bessel function of first kin* _ .. , ., , * *.
n V - radial displacement of gas-liquid inter

of order n
m . . . . .„ , face from mean radius of Jet
L" parameter defined by equation (25) „ ,,±*~,,- ^
t. * ,, ., Z > 1 \ " amplitude of displacement
M^ - mass rate of liquid entrainment in gas 0

Jet K * wave number .
P «= pressure K = parameter defined by equation (2k)

Q « standard volumetric rate of gas dis- . ,
ga * \ = wave length

charge
„ „ . « . , ^ . ^ , , J J J , ^ ^ ^ = dynamic viscosity of liquid
Q_ • volumetric rate of liquid entrainment ** . * M

Ir a = surface tension
L - length of gas Jet v = kinematic viscosity of liquid

L •= initial nonentrainment length of gas Jet p = density
• . , .̂ . fl = velocity potential

r «= radial coordinate . . !».,...
. V c stream function
t = time

U • uniform axial velocity of basic flow in s bs i t
gas Jet —

u - velocity in x-direction e * gaS J

v - velocity in radial direction m = mos probable



Thus, the prediction of the rate of liquid entrain

ment talcing place at the surface of a gas jet sub-

merged in a liquid is of considerable importance

to LMPHR (Liquid-Metal East Breeder Reactor) re-

actor safety.

The mechanism of liquid drop entrainment at

the surface of the gas jet submerged in a liquid

is governed by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of

the gas-liquid interface. Several investigators

have previously examined analytically the Kelvin-

Helmholtz instability of the gas-liquid interface.

Chang and Russell {2) analyzed the case of a plane

liquid layer exposed to subsonic and supersonic

gas streams. Nactsheim (J5) has considered the

three-dimensional disturbance of a shear flow of a

thin liquid film adjacent to a supersonic gas

stream with wave fr-onts oblique to the external

stream. A non-linear analysis of the Kelvin-

Helmholtz instability of a liquid film adjacent tc

a compressible gas and under the influence of a

bod; force, directed either outward from or toward

the liquid, has been presented by Nayfeh and Saric

(4J. Drazin (5.) has analyzed the non-linear

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of two parallel hori-

zontal streams of inviscid incompressible fluids.

Numerous other studies, generally of an empirical

nature, are concerned with the determination of

entrainment rates in the gas core of gas-liquid

cocurrent flows in a pipe. A bibliography is con-

tained in Hewitt and Hall-Taylor (6).

In the present investigation, the linear

stability of the gas-liquid interface of a sonic

gas jet submerged in a mass of liquid is consider-

ed; the results of the analysis are applied to ob-

tain the rate of liquid entrainment at the gas-

liquid interface and the size of droplets resulting

from the breakup of liquid "rings" torn off the

unstable gas-liq\iid interface by the sonic gas jet.

One of the main difficulties in determining

the effect of the sonic-flow (or transonic flow)

regime in the round gas jet on the interfacial

stability of the liquid layer lies in arriving at

an analytical description of the complicated flow

structures of the gas Jet. Experimental observa-

tions of Powell (2) indicate that the flow struc-

ture of the "critical" jet is periodic in the

sense that the Jet at first on leaving the orifice

expands and then at a distance (which depends on

the pressure ratio) from the orifice contracts to

the diameter of orifice; conditions in the jet are

then very similar to those existing at the orifice

itself. Beyond this distance, the structure of

the Jet repeats itself for- several cycles. To de-

scribe the flow structure of the "critical" gas

Jet in all its details is beyond the scope of the

present study. Here, we merely would adopt, in

part, a very simplified description shown by

.- Ovsiannikov (8) and Sedov (J5) to be approximately

valid. Theoretical findings of these authors in-

dicate that for a jet issuing from a vessel with

plane walls and the critical pressure occurring on

the free stream, the jet achieves the sonic veloc-

ity at a finite distance from the vessel; beyond

this distance, flow is continued approximately as

a uniform flow with tha sonic velocity. This de-

scription of the flow in the "critical" jet is

necessarily valid (approximately) within only

short lengths of jet, because the shear layer at

the surface of the jet, though very thin in the

beginning, gets thicker as the distance downstream

from the orifice increases. In the present analy-

sis for application to LMEBR reactor safety as

discussed previously and liquid atomization (e.g.,

in pneumatic atomizers) in gas streams having

sonic velocity, only short lengths of the gas jet

are of interest (e.g., in LMFBR reactor safety,

lengths of order 1.5 to 7 mm are involved). The

expansion of the jet fluid as it leaves the ori-

fice will be neglected. The jet is assumed to

have a uniform sonic velocity and diameter equal

to the orifice diameter over the length of inter-

est; flow in the jet is assumed to be described by

linearized compressible flow theory with neglect-

ing the shear layer that exists near the boundary

of the jet at the gas-liquid interface. The basis

for neglecting the shear layer is that the pres-

sure force, which is the dominant force as com-

pared to the frictional force at the liquid sur-

face, is not affected by the presence of the shear

layer (2).

The choice of the foregoing model for the

sonic gas jet was greatly influenced by Tarn's work

(10) on the study of directional acoustic radia-

tion from a round, underexpanded supersonic gas

jet. Tam neglected the initial expansion of the

jet fluid and assumed the motion of the fluid in

the core of the jet can be described by linear-

ized potential flow theory with an infinitesimally

thin shear layer on the surface of the jet. Of

course, in the present study, for reasons discus-

sed previously, the thin shear layer on the sur-

face of the sonic jet is neglected.

In the application of the instability analy-

sis of the gas-liquid interface to the determina-

tion of the rate of liquid entrainment and droplet

size, Mayer's postulated mechanism (11.) for liquid

breakup from an unstable liquid surface and Tay-

lor's hypothesis (lj?) for the size of breakup are

cf particular importance. Mayer postulated that

the liquid is torn off from an unstable liquid

surface at the wave crests by the high-speed gas

stream in the form of "ligaments" of liquid and

these, still being unstable because of high ratio

of surface energy to mass break up in drops. Tay-
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Pig.l Description of the coordinate system

lor postulated that the most frequent size of

drops formed from breakup of the liquid torn from

an unstable liquid surface by an air stream is

proportional to the wave length at the maximum am-

plification of the wave.

FORMULATION

The physical problem considered is shown in

Fig. 1. The fission-gas jet issues from a pin-

hole failure of radius a in the cladding of a non-

vented fuel pin with a gas-plenum pressure that

the gas jet is "choked." (E.g., near the snd-of-

life of the fuel pin, a gas plenum pressure as

high as 800 to 1000 psia may build up.) Further-

more, in the gas jet, only those fission-gas re-

lease rates are considered that lead to a persist-

ent gas jet of sufficient duration so that the

basic flov can be considered quasi-stationary;

these rates depend on size of the breach, its

axial location, and the impedance to che flow of

gas internally in the pin during its passage to

the breach. The fluid surrounding the jet is a

liquid coolant. The effect of the initial coolant

velocity transverse to the gas jet is neglected.

This assumption is justified by the fact that the

initial transverse (to the jet) coolant velocity

becomes negligibly small due to the presence of

the gas in the affected subchannels; the experi-

mental results (.12) also support this assumption.

In view of the foregoing assumptions and the

previous discussion, the equations of motion for

the gas Jet with the basic flow having a uniform

velocity, Ug, parallel to x-axis are

u« at*
0;

(2)

where ft- Is velocity potential of the superposed

transient motion, i.e.,

g

u and v

th

are the axial and radial components of

the transient motion, respectively; P is the

pressure at a point in the gas jet; C is a con-

stant; p is the gas density of the basic flow; t

is the time, and r and x are the coordinates of a

point. The transient motion of the surrounding

coolant with a density, p, and kinematic viscosity,

i', is represented by the following equations:

(3)

(5)

where u and v are axial and radial components of

the induced motion of the liquid, respectively,

and P is the pressure at any point in the liquid.

The gas-liquid interface is displaced and

set into motion according to the expression

nOc.t) V
,iKX+ot (6)

where K is the wave number, c is a complex number,

the real part of which is the amplification factor,

and the imaginary part is the angular frequency of

the disturbance.

At the gas-liquid interface, the radial com-

ponents of gas and liquid velocities are equal to

radial velocity of the interface; the latter is

given by

at 5t 5-3 at r«a. (7)

The balance of normal forces on the interface gives

at f a , (8)
\s a*

where |i is the dynamic viscosity of liquid and 0

is the surface tension. The balance of tangential

forces at the interface gives

(9)Ir+sr • 0 at .:«a.

In writing down the foregoing boundary condition,

the effect of viscosity in the perturbed motion of

the gas has been neglected.



RESOLUTION OP EQUATIONS OP MOTION FOR THE
LIQUID PHASE

Equations (4) and (5) can be simplified by

use of a stream function, ̂ (r,x,t), defined as

which follows directly from the continuity equa-

tion (3). The substitution of the foregoing ex-

pressions into equations (4) and (5) yields

(11)

Eliminating pressure P between equations (10) and

(11)

(12)

SOLUTIONS

We seek solutions of equations (1), (13),

and (14) in the following form, rsspoctively,

•g(r,x,t) = * (r) e iKX+at
 ;

^(r .x . t ) r. ^(r) ei«c*o1; .

* Cr,x,t) » n, Cr) e
i l c X + a t .

(18)

(19)

(20)

The substitution of the foregoing solutions into

the respective equations yields

<12*,(D

d* fr)

0; (21)

(22)

(23)

whei'e

where

Since the operators, (D - 9/>'9t) and D, commute,

the function, Y, can be separated into two parts,

of which y^ satisfies

D* - 0

and satisfies

(13)

(14)

and the solutions of equations (13) and (14) can

then be combined to give the general solution of

equation (12) as

• - • , • * 2 (15)

v
and

(25)

The solution of equation (21) that remains finite

at the jet axis is

*Efr) * A J fie «•). (26)

The solution of each of equations (22) and (23)

that separately vanishes at infinity are, respec-

tively.

(27)

(28)

Substituting equation (15) into equations (10) and pinaiiy, we obtain
(11), and using equations (13) and (14), we obtain

0 jx r 3T\i

Mi

(16)

(17)

•E(r.x,t) - A J £« r) e U x + a t

5 1 0 C

*l ( r , x , t ) - A rK Cier) e
i i c x + o t

•2(r.x,t) eiK!Cfat

(29)

(30)

(31)

and



A K (*r)J e i l c X * a t (32)
by equation (41) into equation (16) or (17) and
integrating subsequently gives

Prom definitions of the velocity potential and
stream function given previously and from the use
of foregoing equations, we obtain

VU«
iicx+at

eiKX+ot

(33)

(34)

(35)

(«)].**«••*
The substitution of equation (6) into equa-

tion (7) and equating the resultant equation to
equation (34) gives

* iKV atr (37)

similarly, from the use of equations (6), (7), and
(36), we obtain

' ilc[Vi
(lta)A

3
K,Cta)] (38)

Substituting equations (35) and (36) into equation
(9) yields

2A K*K (.ca) • A ( (ia) » 0 at r=a. (39)

The solutions of equations (37) to (39) gives

iKU_ + a

C - 0 .2 £
*2 - V

iicx+ot
(44)

The constants, C and C, that occur in equations
(43) ana (44), respectively, are evaluated by
applying equation (8) at x = 0 (i.e., at the loca-
tion where the disturbance originates, and, as
such at x -- 0, the deviation V of the gas-liquid
interface is zero). Thus, the substitution of
equation (36) [with coefficients A2 and <U given
by equations (41) and ^42), respectively!, equa-
tions (43), and (44) into equation (8), and then
dropping the terms that involve t], gives

(45)

Finally, with constant c given by equation (45),
and by substitution of equations (6), (36), (43),
and (44) with constants A2 and A, given by equa-
tions (41) and (42), respectively, into equation
(8), we obtain

2ua

(46)

THE ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATION

A - - i».

and

The
ficient ki
(2) yields

(41)

(42)

substitution of equation (29) with coef-
given by equation (40) into equation

.iiex+at
(43)

The use of equation (30) with coefficient A2 given

The dispersion equation (46) is highly com-
plex and cannot be solved analytically for a.
However, by employing asymptotic expansions of the
Bessel functions for large and small arguments,
equation (46) can be simplified considerably. The
case of large arguments, i.e., «a » 1, l-̂ la » 1,
and |K I a » 1, implies that we consider only the
contribution of short waves; the case of small
argument implies contribution of only long waves.
The only approximation relevant to liquid breakup
by a high-speed gas jet at the gas-liquid inter-
face is that of short waves. The long-wave length
approximation is relevant to other jet phenomena
involving scale lengths of the order of the Jet
diameter (.10), e.g., breakup of a liquid jet at
low flow velocity (14). Thus, for xa » 1,
| i | x a » 1, and | «c | a » 1, we employ the fol-
lowing asymptotic expansions (15);



4VK2O.

The neglected terms in these asymptotic expansions

are of the order of (l/[z|).

The asymptotic expression for J (z) can be

simplified further. If for a gas-liquid system

under consideration, we make a prior assumption

that (|a|A) is much smaller than U , the second- GROWTH RATH OF THE INSTABILITY

order term in expression (24) for K can be neg-

lected, with « expressed as

(55)

(49)

(where «r is the time amplification factor and a±
is the angular frequency of the disturbance), and,

by taking the principal root of equation (21), we

obtain

(50)o."n.

Ciearly,

[n(iec) "Vflf"IV°i + °r * a i | * R^Kc' "VcT^|Vai * °Z " °" * 0 ;

Substituting equation'(50) into equation (47) and

making use of equation (51), we obtain the follow-

ing simpler asymptotic formula for Jn(t a ) :

The substitution of equations (48) and (52)

Into equation (46), and employing U »|<*IA and

the short-wave approximation, we obtain

lu| - 2Ei . (53)
C B p

For ease in obtaining roots, equation (53)

is separated into real and imaginary parts by sub-

stituting for J, a, and K from equations (25),

(49), and (50), respectively; the resultant equa-

tions are

The growth of the amplitude of the waves
with time 3s represented by

?Ct)
V *V

The most rapid growth of the amplitude corresponds

to the maximum value of i (*) (with respect to

wave number) for a given set of flow parameters.
T h e m a x i m u m o f a

r<
K) i s obtained by simultaneous
tr

solution of equations (&) and (55), and the fol-

lowing equation, which is obtained by differenti-

ating equations (5^) and (55) with respect to wave

number K, setting do /d« = 0, and eliminating
d ai/ ( i K f r o m 'fcIrie resultant equations:

(56)



where

Us 0,/v)]

For a given set of flow parameters, the simultan-

eous solution of equations (51*) to (56) will yield

three unknowns, viz., a a., and «. These sets

of equations are quite complex, and an analytical

solution, except for simple cases of low-viscosity

and high-viscosity liquids (to be discussed subse-

quently), is not feasible. However, prior to em-

barking on the numerical solution of equations

(5^) to (56), it is convenient to obtain solutions

for simple cases of low-viscosity and high-viscos-

ity liquids.

Low-Viscosity Liquid Approximation

The low-viscosity liquid is defired as one

for which the following inequality holds

|a| » VK2 or |t| » K, (57)

which leads to the following simplified form of

equations (51*-) and (55) for the unstable mode of

disturbance:

0,

(58)

(59)

and the equation corresponding to equation {56)

for low-viscosity liquid is obtained more simply

from equations (58) and (59) as

(60)

•She use of equations (58) and (59) into equation

(60) yields

3^(0? • of)1* • 2a? •

4a| + 2of • B i ( a | • a

2S(o./ar)<> • S75(ai/or)6 - 2 0 5 ( 0 ^ ) * - 215(Oi/or)
2 - 36.0 - 0.

(62)

This polynomiad equation is solved numerically,

and the resultant solution that also satisfies

equations (58) and (59) simultaneously is

= 0.9224S661 (y (63)

Substituting equation (63) into equations (58) and

(59), and solving for «, a , and a., we obtain
r 1

<m = O.8O3272OS

°nn " ° - 3 5 7 1 7 6 9 *

0.32948022

/ V*2

fe)
.2

(65)

(66)

In the foregoing set of equations, the subscript,

m, has been added to denote the \ralues of K and or.

at the maximum value, a , of the amplification
rm

factor of the waves. It may be noted that the ex-

pressions {6k) to (66) can only be applied if

inequality (57), or, which when expressed as fol-

lows in terms of flow parameters by use of equa-

tions (64-) to (66), i.e.,

(67)

is sat-sfied.

High-Viscosity Liquid Approximation
A highly viscous liquid is defined by (1*0

|o| « VK2 or (68)

The application of the foregoing approximation to

equations (54-) and (55) yields

r Zp g 1
l/o? + a2

21
p

0,

(69)

(70)

and the maximum rate of growth of instability for

which, after some algebraic manipulations, reduces high-viscosity liquid is obtained from equations

to (69) and (70) as

8



are used in equations (54-) to (56), the coeffi-

cients of various terms in these equations become

a known function of a viscosity parameter

• a?
(71)

The substitution of equations (69) and (70) into

equation (71) yields, after some algebraic manipu-

lations,

Thus, to obtain a continuous solution of equations

(5^) to (56) over a wide range of flow parameters,

we merely need to vary the viscosity parameter.

Such a solution of equations (51)-) to (56), obtained

numerically in terms of above non-dimensional

variables, as a function of viscosity parameter is

displayed in Fig. 2. Also shown in Fig. 2 are the

approximate solutions for very small and very

large values of the viscosity parameter. Fig. 2

shows that the high-viscosity liquid solution is

valid approximately for

- 27ta i/ar)6 - 0.

(72) 10-2, (78)

The solution of this polynomial equation that also
satisfies equations (69) and (70) simultaneously ~ n d fche Iwisoosity liquid solution is approxi-
j s mately valid for

0.86483545 (73) (p/pg)C<r/uUg)
%>,50. (79)

Substitution of the foregoing into equations (69)

and (70) yields

j
5

0.17072413
•mo

(75)

(76)

Fig. 2 also shows that the viscosity acts to re-

duce the amplification as compared to the inviscid-

liquid-phase case.

It may be noted that the solutions of equa-

tions (5^) to (56) presented in the foregoing must

satisfy the following inequalities:

|«|a >» 1; ica » 1; and |<c|a » 1.

(80)

(Si)

Substituting for |<*|and K from the foregoing set

of equations into'equation (68), we obtain the

corresponding condition for which above expressions

are valid:

.2- « 1. (77)

In inequality (81), it can easily be shown, by use

of equations (25) and (50), that j«c|< * < | £ |;

therefore, only the third of the foregoing in-

equalities need to be considered. Expressing the

foregoing inequalities in terms of flow parameters

for the inviscid-liquid case, with use of equa-

tions (64-) to (66), inequality (80) becomes

General Solution

The approximate solution of equations (5>O

to (56) given by equations {ft-) to (76) suggests

that if the following nondimensional variables

and the third of the inequalities (81) becomes

For a highly viscous liquid, with the use of equa-

9
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tions fy'J-) to (76), the inequality (80) reduces to

•« 1,

and the third of the inequalities (8l) reduces to

It is clear that a non-dimensional plot of

various parameters, such as shown in Fig. 2, can

only be applied if inequalities (80) and (8l) are

satisfied. It may also be noted that for very

heavy gases (e.g., xenon) discharged at very high

throat pressures or stagnation pressures into an

inviscid liquid, the inequality (82) is satisfied

only very approximately, and the error increases

in neglecting terms of order (l<*IAir ) as the

throat pressure goes up.

DROPLET SIZE AND RATE OF LIQUID ENTRAINMENT

In formulating a model for liquid atomiza-

tion by a high-velocity gas stream, Mayer (11)

postulated that when the amplitude of the wind-

induced wave on an unstable gas-liquid interface

has grown to a dimension comparable with the wave

length, \, the parts of liquid surface protruding

(i.e., crests of waves) into gas stream are torn

away as "ligaments" from which droplets of size

proportional to wave length are formed. Taylor

(12), in the application of the instability analy-

sis for the viscous liquid surface under the action

of the wind blowing over it to the determination

of sizes of drops detached from an unstable fluid

surface, postulated that the size of the most fre-

quent drops is proportional to the wave length at

the maximum amplification of the wave.

Assuming that Mayer's postulated mechanism

for liquid breakup and Taylor's hypothesis for the

size of liquid breakup can be extended to include

the process of liquid entrainment at the gas-

liquid interface by a high-speed gas jet, then at

all locations along the length of the Jet where

the liquid phase protrudes into the gas jet (i.e.,

troughs of waves) with an amplitude comparable to

most probable wave length (i.e., the wave length

at maximum amplification of the wave), a ring of

liquid of mean radius equal to the radius of the

jet itself will be torn away; the ring thickness

is proportional to the most probable wave length.

Subsequently, these rings of liquid, being unstable

because of a large ratio of surface energy to mass,

break up into droplets of size proportional to most

probable wave length.

Droplet Size

If Dm is the most probable size (diameter)

of the droplets formed, then Taylor's hypothssis

implies that

V (85)

27rAm) from equationOn substituting for 1

for an inviscid liquid phase, equation {85) be-

comes

0-2
(86)

where We is the Weber number and & is a constant.

The foregoing result for a sonic gas stream is

analogous to that of Hinzes' "critical" Weber num-

ber criterion (,16,12) for splitting up of the

10



drops of inviscid liquids by incompressible air

stream.

On substituting for \(= 2 7 rA m) from equa-

tion (74) for a highly viscous liquid phase, equa-

tion (85) takes on the following form:
an<J t h e r a t e o f U q u l ( J e n t r a i n m e n t i s proportional

(87)
[(L - (9D

where (3 * ~ (0,803 I3../O.352), the constants being

obtained from equations (64-) and (71*-).

For liquid of intermediate viscosity £i.e.,

those liquids which do not satisfy either of in-

equalities (67) or (77jj, the value of X^ in equa-

tion (85) should be obtained from the simultaneous

solution of equations (5*0 to (56) as given in

Pig. 2.

Rate of Liquid Entrainment in the Gas Jet

If LQ is the initial length of the jet from

the orifice in which the disturbance wave with

wave length corresponding to maximum amplification

on the gas-liquid interface, starting from zero

amplitude at x = 0 (i.e., just at the exit from

the orifice where gas jet first comes into contact

with the outside liquid), achieves an amplitude (•

comparable to the wave length, \m, then from equa-

tion (6), we obtain

where t is the time interval in which the wave at
m

maximum amplification grows from initial amplitude
VQ to an amplitude, (LfimK a* which the wave

breaks up. Therefore, this time interval, T m, be-

tween the detachment of successive liquid rings

corresponding with the wave length, X , and to an

exponential growth of the amplitude, is obtained

by use of equation (89) as

(92)

Substituting equation (92) into equation (91), we

obtain

V" (93)

nlLo.t) = f.m(t (88)

where 6 is a constant of proportionality. Nondi-

mensionalizing the foregoing volumetric rate of

liquid entrainment by a standard (i.e., at room

temperature and one atmosphere pressure) volumetric

rate of gas discharge, Q , we obtain

Expressing amplitudes ^ and Vn in terms of wave

length \ by using Taylor'3 hypothesis, we have

«• * E V "0 = e V (89)

where E and £ are constants of proportionality,

but £ is much smaller than E, because the initial

amplitude, if , is very small as compared to the

amplitude, g , at which the disturbance wave

breaks up. The substitution of equation (89) into

equation (88) yields

= 6

where p is the density of gas at standard condi-

tions.

For the inviscid liquid, on substituting

from equations {6U-) and (65) for ^ and a , re-

spectively, the foregoing expression becomes

tn(E/e)Ug/am. (90)

If L is the total length of jet in which en-

trainment of the liquid is to be considered, then

the effective length of jet in which entrainment

takes place is (L - L Q). The number of liquid

rings (Mayer's hypothesis, as discussed previous-

ly) torn off from the troughs of waves at maximum

amplification by the gas Jet is given by (L - I>0)/

Aj,, and the amounts of liquid,

these rings is proportional to

Ma, contained in

0.35717694
OS52720S

Bi1

in which L , given by equation (90), becomes, onL ,
s u b s t i t u t i n g for a from equation (65),

jmfE/ej
0.35717694

° l 2
(96)

For the highly viscous liquid, on substi-

11



Table 1 Parameters of Gretzinger's Liquid Atomization Experiment Using Sonic Air Jet

GretzinRer%s
test

identification

20B

23A

23B

18B

9A

10 A

UA

9B

11B

21A

218

:2".

25A

13A

14A

14B

13C

13D

24C

25A

253

Mass flow
rate of

a i r ,
(lbn/mln)

0.874

1.624

1.173

0.437

1.324

1.324

1.324

3.93)

0.331

1.535

1.092

1.392

1.193

1.089

1.089

0.734

0.322

0.322

0.476

1.325

1.092

Properties

Air nozzle
area,
( in . 2 )

0.0124

0.0124

0.0124

0.0121

0.0121

0.0121

3.0121

0.0121

1.3121

1.0123

0.0123

0.0120

0.0120

0.00643

0.00643

0.00643

3.03643

0.00643

0.00387

0.00920

0.00920

of Liquid:

Coefficient
of discharge

for air
nozzle,

Cd
0.99
0.99
3.99
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
3.95
3.95
0.95
0.95
0.97
3.97
3.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97

Material:

Density, o

V ,
( lbm / f t3)

0.1500

0.2787

0.2013

0.0924

0.2812

0.2812

0.2812

0.1974

3.1974

0.2837

3.2018

0.2018

3.2018

0.3676

0.3676

0.2376

0.1087

0.1087

0.2671

0.3127

0.2577

u ,
s

(ft/sec)

1128

1128

1128

934

934

934

934

934

934

1082

1082

1082

1082

1105

1105

1105

1105

1105

1105

1105

1105

Mass inean
diameter,

10.34

7 . 3

8.2

24.6

9 .4

8 .4

8 . 8

14.4

U . 3

8 . 1

8.4

9 . 3

10.2

6 . 8

5 .4

7 . 8

12.8

17.5

6.9

6 . 3

5.4

Nigrosine; Dynamic viscosity, v = n

= 64.61 lb /f
-t3; Surface tension, cr

Wave
• length,

(u)

0.51585

0.31987

0.41119

1.07765

0.45699

0.45699

0.45699

3.59991

3.59991

1.34173

0.44436

0.44436

0.44436

0.26861

0.26861

0.37636

0.68768

0.68768

0.34393

0.30443

0.35351

2.434

1.3098

1.8134

6.3299

2.0797

2.0797

2.0797

2.9608

2.9608

1.4266

2.0054

2.0054

2.0054

1.0452

1.0452

1.6168

3.5349

3.5349

1.4387

1.2286

1.4908

.0008064 lb /ft-sec;m
= 0.003562 lWft.

0.03M

0.0432

0.0393

0.0325

0.0456

0.345o

0.0456

0.0411

3.1411

3.143)

0.0398

0.3308

0.0398

0.0469

0.3469

0.0415

3.0329

0.0329

0.0429

0.0448

0.0425

K iaxlO"3

2.243 *

3.957

2.939

2.358

6.592

6.592

6.592

4.765

4.765

-.3.316

10.934

10.994

10.994 ,

10.008 "

10.008

6.718

3.273
3.273
6.387
9.812
8.223

\

2,

§

5
Of

c

N
N

e

im
pi

ng
em

u
• 1-4

CQ

"J
Ca.

tuting for X and a from equations (7U) and

(75), respectively, equation (9*0 becomes

QL 0.19740649 ,_
0.35191129 (97)

in which L , given by equation (83), now becomes

. any.) [VW o (98)
0 0.19740649

VERIFICATION OP CORRELATIONS FOR DROPLET SIZE

AND RATE OF LIQUID ENTRAINMENT BY COMPARISON

WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The approach to the problem of determining

droplet size formed and the rate of liquid en-

trainment at the unstable gas-liquid interface

through the use of stability theory can, at best,

yield results to an order of magnitude by provid-

ing proportionality relationships (85) and (9^).

respectively. The constants of proportionality

must ultimately be determined by correlating the

experimental data on the basis of these propor-

tionality relationships.

Correlation for Droplet Size

The experimental data utilized for the pur-

pose of obtaining the constant of proportionality

between droplet size and wave length ("see equation

(85)] are those of Gretzinger (18J. He studied

pneumatic atomizers in which a liquid is disinte-

grated into droplets by action of high-velocity

air. The atomizers used for obtaining data of

present interest were of two types. The first

one, called convenging type, consisted of two con-

centric nozzles, in which the inner liquid nozzle

was surrounded by a concentric air nozzle. The

second, called impingement type, was also made up

of two concentric nozzles; the inner nozzle car-

ries the air; the liquid to be atomized is carried

in the annular space between the two nozzles. In

addition, an impinger, mounted on a l/l6-in.-dia

rod was suspended from a support mounted inside

the air nozzle. A distance of l/U- in. was main-

tained between the outlet of the air nozzle and

the impinger. The air velocity was varied from

12
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Pig.3 Mean proportionality relationship between

mass mean droplet diameter and most probable wave

length. The points denote the measured values of

mass mean droplet diameters by Gretzinger

£ 0.6

o
=> U J

5 | 0.5
u. x

j 0.4

1°

°& 0?
UJ (9

CS 0.2

° § ° '

<r

I
PLENUM
PRESS, bor

A 6.9
- • 6.9

O 6.9
D20.7
V20.7

NOZZLE
DIA, mm
1.74
1.31

075
0.75
0.127

10 15
GAS JET LENGTH, mm

25

Fig.4 Measured ratio of volumetric rate of liquid

(water) entrainment to volumetric rate (reduced to

room temperature and atmospheric pressure) of gas

(nitrogen) flow in a jet as a function of jet

length by Bell et al.

near sonic to sonic velocity. The data utilized

for the present analysis.are for the sonic veloci-

ty of air and very low liquid-jet velocities. The

relevant parameters are given in Table 1. The

values for the viscosity parameter given in the

table indicate that the viscosity terms in the

solution of equations (p4) to (56) must be retain-

ed. It must be noted that the geometrical arrange-

ment for the gas-liquid system used in Gretzinger's

impingement-nozzle experiment is approximately

similar to the configuration of a fission-gas jet

Impinging on the opposite pin and the liquid cool-

ant surrounding the jet. Pig. 3, which shows the

plot of the droplet size (represented by the mass

mean diameter) against the most probable wave

length, indicates that there exists very satisfac-

tory linear proportionality between measured drop-

let size and the most probable wave length, thus

verifying Taylor's postulate concerning droplet

size formed. It also shows that in the short-wave

approximation, the gas-liquid arrangements in the

two types of atomizers are approximately equiva-

lent; furthermore, the presence of impinger has

negligible effect on the mass mean droplet size.

The criterion for the applicability of short-wave

approximations, | K la » 1, to Gretzinger's data

is based on the radius of liquid jet in the con-

verging noazle and the radius of air jet in the

impingement nozzle. Table 1 shows that this short-

wave approximation criterion is satisfied. In ad-

dition, Table 1 shows that inequality (80) is

satisfied.

Correlations for Rate of Liquid Entrainment

and Initial Non-entrainment Length

The only experimental data available on the

rates of liquid entrainment and initial nonentrain-

ment lengths are those of Bell et al. (l^). The

rates of liquid entrainment as a function of the

jet length with stagnation pressure and nozzle

diameters, together with respective coefficients

of discharge for the nozzles, are shown in Pig. 4.

The experiment was performed at room temperature.

The initial non-entrainment lengths were obtained

by the linear extrapolation of the data shown in

Pxg. 4. In Fig. 5 is shown the non-dimensional

plots of rates of liquid entrairanent obtained from

Fig. 4 against the non-dimensional parameter ac-

cording to equation (9*0; the amplification fac-

tors, a , and wavelength V that occur in the

"independent" non-dimensional parameter of Fig. 5

were obtained for the flow parameters given in

Fig. 4 from the solution of equations (54) to (56).

For the range of flow parameters of the experiment,

the range of values for j «c ja was found to be II50

to 4000, and for |«|Au to be 0.054 to O.O75, thus

implying that inequalities (80) and (81) are satis-

fied and the approximations implied in the deri-
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Fig.5 Mean proportionality relationship between

non-dimensional volumetric rate of liquid entrain-

ment and non-dimensional parameters defined by

equation (94). The points denote measured values

of ratios of volumetric rate of liquid (water)

entrainment to volumetric rate (at atmospheric

pressure and room temperature) gas flow in the

jet, by Bell, et al.

vation of equations (541 to (56) are valid. In

Fig. 5, it can be seen that a linear least-squares

fit through the marked points and containing the

origin can be made, thus verifying the proportion-

ality relationship between the rates of liquid

entrainment and the non-dimensional parameter of

equation (9*0.

In Fig. 6 is shown the plot of initial non-

entrainment length obtained from Fig. 4 by linear

extrapolation of the data against the ratio,

Ug/a . Once again, we can approximately fit a

least-squares straight line containing the origin,

thus verifying the proportionality relationship

(90).

APPLICATION TO LMFBR REACTOR

For application to an LMFBR reactor, we con-

sider the applicability of the low-viscosity liq-

uid approximations for which the inequality (79)

must be satisfied for the range of flow parameters

of interest. The following representative values

for the parameters occurring in this inequality

are chosen:

1 Gas-Plenum temperature = 1100 F

7

6

5

§4

1

- >^

1 1

XLO=2.822

1 1

y

X103

1

Ug/Ortn

1
10 15

, xiol mm
20 25

Fig.6 Mean proportionality relationship between

non-entrainment length of a gas jet and parameter

defined by equation (90). The points denote

values of initial non-entrainment lengths obtained

by extrapolating linearly the data by Bell, et al.

presented in Fig. 4

2 Initial gas-plenum pressure = 800 psia

3 Density of liquid-metal coolant at core

exit temperature of 1100 F, p = 50.553

lbm/cu ft

4 Surface tension at 1100 F, a = 0.01 lbf/ft

5 Viscosity at 1100 F, n = 1.39972 x lO"4'

lbm/ft-sec

6 Fission-gas density at the throat conditions

corresponding to gas plenum pressure of ~800

psia and temperature of 1100 F, p = 4.07

lbm/cu ft

7 Gas velocity at the throat condition'.- cor-

responding to gas plenum temperature of

1100 F, U = 860 fps.

For the values of the parameters given in

the foregoing, the viscosity parameter in inequal-

ity (79) is approximately equal to 55.0. From

inequality (79), it is clear that the value of the

viscosity parameter increases as pressure in the

plenum decreases, and thus the applicability of

the low-viscosity liquid approximation becomes

more valid for low pressures in the plenum.

CONCLUSIONS

The present investigation analyzes the

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the gas-liquid

interface of a cylindrical sonic gas Jet, emerging

from a vessel with plane walls and submerged in an

infinite mass of a viscous liquid, under the ac-

tion of the pressure perturbations, interfacial

14



surface tension, and finite liquid viscosity by

the method of small perturbations.

The use of short-wave approximations (rele-

vant to problems of atcmization and droplet en-

trainment by high-speed gas stream), together with

low-viscosity-liquid approximations, yielded ex-

pressions (64) to {66) for the growth of the in-

stability at maximum rate. These expressions are

valid approximately for a viscosity parameter

(p/Pg)(a/|J.Ug)
5'2 2* 50. For highly viscous liquids,

the growth of instability at maximum rate is gov-

erned by expressions (74) to (76), which are valid

for values of the viscosity parameter {p/p )[o/

liUgP' v lO"2. For the viscosity parameter

10-2 < (p/pg)(a/nUg)5/2 < 50, equations (54) to

(56) should be solved for a given value of viscos-

ity parameter or Fig. 2 should be used, using vis-

cosity parameter as an independent variable.

For waves having most rapid rate of growth,

Taylor's and Mayer's hypotheses, together with

data of Bell et al., provided the following rela-

tionships for the rate of liquid entrainment ?nd

the initial non-entrainment length: For rate of

liquid entrainment,

for non-entrainment length,

Lo - 2.822 x 103 U g / ( w

The use of Taylor's hypothesis and Gretzinger's
data provided the relationship for the droplet
size (represented by mass mean diameter, D ) as

mm

It is demonstrated that for the range of

parameters pertaining to an LMFBR reactor, the

low-viscosity liquid approximations are valid.

The application of the present results to the de-

termination of heat-transfer coefficient for the

spray-cooled region of the gas jet-impingement

area of the fuel pin in an LMFBR reactor using

non-vented fuel pins is given in reference (20).
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